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Toolbar Frames

Two hitch designs. The Open-Center Hitch on __70 Models 
supports the toolbar frame on each end. The center is fully open to 
place and adjust attachments without conflict with hitch parts. 
Bonus: The main hitch toolbar can be detached to use for other jobs.

The A-frame hitch on __60 Models is the same hitch as on Bed 
Shapers and Mulch Lifters and supports the toolbar frame in the 
center. Hitch parts can be moved laterally to place and adjust 
attachments. This solid, efficient, low-cost design is ideal for 
dedicated equipment.  

Toolbar Hitches

Toolbars are welded into a 1-piece frame for 
rugged strength. 2000 Series Models feature 2” 
square toolbars and intended for Category-1 
tractors - up to generally 50 HP. 4000 Series Models 
feature heavier 2-1/2” square toolbars and intended 
for Category-2 tractors - up to 80 HP. Toolbar 
spacing for both is 12”.

Frames with three 
toolbars offer sufficient 
space for most full-width
cultivator set-ups. 4-bar 
frames tend to offer 
additional toolbar space 
to offset shanks, for 
more space between attachments or for more 
complex row crop set-ups. 5-bar frames add even 
more space and flexibility to your custom 
cultivator. Simple, low-HP 2-Toolbar Models are 
available in the Garden Series equipment.
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Custom
Toolbar Frames

-64 64”                    54”                        54”
-72 72”                    62”                        62”
-84 84”                    74”                        74”
-96 96”                    86”                        86”

The working width of the toolbar frame should at least match the 
tractor wheel track width (measured center-to-center). Then the total 
toolbar width should be at least 10” wider than working width for full-
width coverage of tillage attachments. Most Cultivator Models shown in 
Catalog include 72” or 84” Toolbar Frame Widths. 

Toolbar Frame Width
Add a suffix to Model to specify toolbar frame width. Example: 2370-84

Models

MAXIMUM TRACTOR
WHEEL TRACK WIDTH

MAXIMUM
WORKING WIDTH

TOOLBAR
FRAME WIDTH

Open-center hitch            2370    2470    2570    4470    4570    

A-frame hitch                   2360    2460    2560    4460    4560     

4” square3” squareOpen center hitch toolbar

3-barToolbar Frame 4-bar 5-bar 4-bar 5-bar

2” squareToolbar Size 2-1/2” square
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